
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Job Description 
 
Role:    Strategist   
Reporting to:   Head of Brand Solutions 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
i-D Magazine launched into the UK market in 1980 as the original style title. With an impressive black 
book of contributors and maintaining its core values for more than 30 years i-D continues to have 
significant presence and respect in the worlds of fashion, art and culture.  
 
Knowledge: 

 Identifying the strategic challenge at the heart of a client’s brief. 

 Getting a deep understanding of clients’ brands, businesses and culture through desk 
research, interviews and focus groups, observation and finding unexpected sources of input. 

 Generating outstanding strategic thinking by finding connections and making conceptual 
leaps to get to sharp insights to fuel big, creative brand and communications ideas that 
create positive change. 

 Facilitating workshops to engage senior clients in the strategy process. 

 Inspiring clients and potential clients by presenting your recommendations. 

 Awareness of latest industry research around relevant topics such as audience, category and 
advertising effectiveness. 

 Use all available resources to develop an innate understanding of cultural movements (both 
emerging and established) vital for the i-D audience. 

 Be well versed with new consumer and media technologies - drive innovation among the 
team and whenever possible infuse this thinking in your strategic planning for clients. 

 
Insight: 

 Insight development – generate meaningful insights that drive and inspire successful 
communications. Translate cultural, socio-economic trends into relevant strategic input for 
categories and brands. 

 Demonstrate excellent understanding of real business issues and challenges and what they 
mean for communications. Translating client needs into exciting comms challenges. 

 Both Qualitative and Quantitative research – be conversant with industry sources and 
techniques. 
 

 
 
 



Strategy: 

 Lead the strategic team in the creation and execution of brand strategies in line with the 
clients’ objectives and brand goals. 

 Using insight as the foundation to help build inspiring comms strategies.  

 Contribute to brainstorm sessions and idea generation, being both creative and mindful of   
i-D principles with your planning decisions. 

 Understanding of how to measure and interpret the effect of delivered campaigns versus 
their strategic goals. 

 Understand the visual, linguistic and structural requirements of pitch decks and be able to 
independently build a client facing response to brief. 
 

Team: 

 Develop relationships internally across departments to ensure best working practices and 
gain knowledge of wider ongoing business operations. 

 Team player – work in collaboration with other Strategy, i-D and wider Vice colleagues.  

 To undertake such other tasks including general administrative duties as may be required 
from time to time. 

 To be an ambassador for the business at all times. 
 
Requirements:  

 3+ years of experience in media and/or a creative environment, with focus on developing 
brand, campaign and content strategy. 

 Familiar with i-D, our family of sites and our tone of voice. 
 Deep knowledge of technological, [socio] cultural and media trends. 
 Work on international brands, across categories. 
 Strategic. Deep understanding of brand marketing and how to build brilliant strategies 

across multiple verticals. 
 Excellent storytelling, verbal and written communications skills. This includes the ability to 

bring an idea to life and confidently pitch that idea to clients, run meetings and write 
strategy papers. 

 Articulate with critique of both strategic approach and aesthetic execution. 
 Proactive and independent work ethos. 
 Passionate and curious approach to innovative and non-traditional brand communications. 

  
Further Skills: 

 Experience presenting to a high level. 
 Experience of Apple Keynote required. 
 Workshop facilitation experience. 
 Experience of using brand metrics / tracking tools. 
 Evidence of thought leadership in and around brands (a blog, white paper, article etc.) 

 
 
 
Please email your CV with a covering letter detailing your relevant experience to ukhr@vice.com 
stating “i-D Strategist” in the subject line. 
 
We look forward to hearing from you! 
 
If you do not hear back from us within one month of applying then unfortunately your application 
has been unsuccessful. Thank you once again for applying and we wish you success in your future 
career. 
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